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Futuristic solutions from
Virya Mobility 5.0

chairman

T

hese are unprecedented times, the
likes of which we have not seen in
our lifetime. As such, it will need
unprecedented initiatives by each
individual and company to emerge as better
and stronger versions of themselves, both
personally and professionally.
At the Maini Group, I am very proud to share
the overwhelming response from each and
every team member to extend themselves in
supporting the initiatives needed to get the
companies back on track.

A view of the new facility at Bommasandra

V

irya Mobility 5.0 is the business
of the next decade for the Maini
Group which has embraced
new technologies targeted at
the Future of Mobility - namely Electric,
Autonomous, Robotics and IoT.
The Group is concentrating on
advancement with focus on technology
and mobility, constantly aligning with the
changing requirements of the industry.
Headed by VM Suresh, the core team at
Virya Mobility was part of the unit that
built REVA more than 20 years ago. Under
his leadership, the company has nurtured
and built an equally competent young team
to create the future arm of the Maini Group.
Facilitating and accelerating implementation
of electric mobility is one of the key focus
areas at the company. In that endeavour,
the first stage of this is to focus on the EV
segment and provide the best solutions be

it technical, pricing, quality, or in short, a
whole gamut of mobility solutions.

state of the art facility
Virya has set up a new facility spread over
12000 sq ft, dedicated to manufacturing
components and sub-assemblies for
EVs, such as powertrain kits, battery
chargers and charging stations. The stateof-the art facility has dedicated areas for
assembly lines, testing equipment, and
areas for members to design, develop
and manufacture these products. Fully
operational, it has the capacity to deliver
over 50,000 powertrain kits and battery
chargers and 600 units of battery swap
stations.
Virya is developing competencies for all
its future initiatives in the areas of design,
development, testing, validation in power
electronics, software, & EV technology.

Battery swapping assembly line

This
‘Oneness
and
Togetherness’
demonstrated during this time of adversity
has been the single largest motivation for all
of us to spearhead the revival process across
the businesses of the Group.
Virya Mobility has emerged from its fledgling
status into an entity of its own. In a short
span of just over two years, Virya has made
tremendous strides across its business
verticals and continues to grow from strength
to strength.
SUN Mobility continues its aggressive foray
of creating an eco-system across the country
to augment the growth of electric mobility.
Several new and exciting initiatives have
taken shape in the rest our companies. We
believe this will bring about a radical change
in our products and solutions in the future.
Initiatives around Employee Engagement,
Waste Management, Safety and CSR
continue with renewed vigour. The Digital
Transformation foray at all Group companies
is moving at a feverish pace - a necessity now
more than ever.
Thanks to all our stakeholders for their
support and good wishes to the Maini Group
of companies during these times. We value
our relationship with each one of you and
look forward to strengthen them in the years
to come.
- Sandeep Kumar Maini
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Revving up the EV Sector

T

he EV sector has grown rapidly and displayed a
lasting presence in India over the last decade. Virya
Mobility 5.0 has adopted the right approach to
facilitate and gear up for the expected boom in this
industry. In less than two years the company has gained a strong
foothold in addressing the EV needs of reputed automotive
giants.
Virya has developed key technology in integrating powertrains
for 2 and 3-wheelers. Its competency in achieving the
technological balance at a market-operative price has helped
greatly in doing this. Its speed at delivering projects stems from
its advantage of having an experienced team in place.
We are continually researching the EV industry’s new
technologies and fine tuning it to the requirements of the
markets we address. Our vision is to make Virya a preferred
one-stop solution for all EV needs.

The drivetrain assembly line

- V M Suresh, Head, Virya Mobility 5.0

New partnerships for Virya

V

irya, over the last two years,
has tied up with reputed OEMs
in the automotive field who
have diversified into electric
mobility. The group company has worked
on several prestigious projects with these
OEMs to design, develop and manufacture
complete powertrain kits, battery chargers,
consultancy for drive trains and work on
autonomous vehicles.

company has advanced testing facilities to
ensure that the mobility solution is fully
customised as per the requirement.

Despite production supplies being affected
due to the current scenario the company has
successfully delivered its first batch of kits.

Having seen and understood the company’s
success in such a short period of time and
its competency and ability to execute
large projects in optimal time taking
into account pricing and quality, it has
attracted a large number of new customers.
These include OEMs in the Indian and
international ecosystem and the company
is now in the advanced stage of discussions
for future projects.

Fully equipped to deliver retrofitment
kits in the 2 and 3-wheeler segment, the

Virya is proud to be associated with
reputed clientele and OEMs in the country

The Virya team headed by V M Suresh

such as Piaggio, Mahindra Electric, Electra
EV, SUN Mobility and Maini Materials
Movement.

Driving the diversity train

Women team members at (L-R) Charger Division, Assembly Line & Shop Floor

K

eeping in mind the Group’s vision, Virya has put in place several initiatives to drive the diversity train forward. The Group
believes in marching forward and being able to provide the best possible platform for implementation and execution of the
programs.

Women empowerment is a key area of focus and the management is leaving no stone unturned in its endeavour towards achieving
that. A notable 31 per cent of women members are employed at Virya and the company is proud to represent an all-women assembly
line. Trained and equipped to handle the workshop needs, the seven-member women's team on the shop floor is fully invested in their
role and responsibilities.
Extending its diversity, the company has also recruited visually impaired candidates from the National Association of the Blind and
they are being trained to handle regular duties in manufacturing.
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Innovation & technology propels rental model

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh & UP Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
in the Maini Buggy at DefExpo 2020

L

everaging more than 30-plus
years of experience as OEM of
Material Handling Equipment
(MHE) with a pan-India
presence, Maini Materials Movement
has actively scaled up its rental business
models.
One of the key players in buggy rentals,
MMM has a strong presence at Aero India
and Wings India. At the DefExpo 2020 in
Lucknow, a large fleet of 80 buggies were
rented to the Ministry of Defence. On the

other hand the material handling range
caters to automotive, manufacturing and
warehousing industries.
The expertise and capability to manage up
to 100 buggies at an event is backed by a
competent management and operations
team. Being able to provide real time data
and management dashboards for its rental
fleet with its adaptation of IoT makes it
unique. The company offers attractive
leasing/rental models on both short term
and long term options.

Fleet of Buggies at DefExpo 2020

The new range of options include rentals for
1 day, 1 month, and long terms stretching
from 1 year to 5 years. The company
delivers rental equipment at short notice
using its warehouses spread across key
locations in the country.
The rental models comes with the
Group’s reliable, on-time maintenance,
high efficiency and safety standards. It is
confident of establishing iteself as a niche
player in the rental segment.

Maini’s autonomous foray

M

aini Group, a pioneer in electric mobility, launched India’s first Autonomous Buggy
at Wings India 2020. This initiative, a partnership between Infosys and the Group,
has been conceived, designed and developed in India and is suitable for domestic and
international markets.
Our foray into the autonomous segment is a fruition of the synergy,
the strengths and core competencies of all the Group companies and
the successful implementation of AI and IoT. Going forward, the
application is set to be included/implemented in other products and
the company plans to roll out autonomous vehicles across its entire
range including material handling.

Civil Aviation Minister Hardeep Singh Puri is
‘taken for a ride’.

This is a driverless buggy and facilitates in-campus movement
in industries. This milestone has been achieved with the
association of our reputed partner Infosys, which developed
the autonomous technology that has been incorporated into
Maini’s tried and tested buggy.
Hon’ Minister for IT, Industries, MA & UD, Telangana, KT
Rama Rao launched the first Autonomous Buggy during
the event at Hyderabad.

Safety parameters
Backed by highly advanced technology with all the safety parameters being adhered to, the
buggy, which is capable of sensing its environment and driving with little or no human
involvement, is ‘Safe, Secure and Suitable’ for a variety of uses.
“We believe that electric mobility and autonomous solutions are the key to the future. We are
KT Rama Rao and Sandeep Kumar Maini at
looking forward to sectors like the airports, IT, and other large campuses to take the first step and
the launch of the autonomous buggy.
be the early adopters to use this new technology
and lead India into the next decade,” says
“Infosys is delighted to be part of India’s first autonomous buggy launch along with Maini.
Sandeep Kumar Maini, Chairman, Maini Group.
For the past several years, we have invested in developing the Autonomous Mobility
Lane detection/discipline, pedestrians, obstacle
avoidance, emergency stop, app-based ride
hailing are some of the key features of the vehicle.

platform and the associated talent pool, hence, seeing this go live is deeply satisfying. We
are committed to nurturing the technology further to make autonomous vehicles meet the
needs of airports, industries, and be relevant for other smart space initiatives.”
– Nitesh Bansal, Senior Vice President & Global Head Engineering Services, Infosys
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SUN Mobility partners with IOCL to
expand Energy Infrastructure

Inauguration of the first QIS at Kapoor Service Centre, Chandigarh by Shri. Dharmendra Pradhanji, Hon. Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas and
Shri. V P Singh Badnore, Hon. Governor of Punjab

S

UN Mobility and IndianOil
Corporation
Limited
(IOCL)
announced
a
path-breaking
partnership to expand the network of
Quick Interchange Stations (QIS) across India,
starting with the first outlet from Chandigarh.
The virtual launch of the first QIS at
Kapoor Service Centre, Chandigarh, was
inaugurated by Dharmendra Pradhan, Hon
Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas
and V.P. Singh Badnore, Hon Governor of
Punjab on June 26.
The first of its kind launch was well planned
and executed, with the Minister stressing on

the need for companies like SUN Mobility to
come forward and innovate, contributing to
India’s drive to adopt clean energy systems.
“I am very pleased that a technologyforward company like SUN Mobility, which
is like an Indian MNC, is partnering with
the likes of IOCL. The synergy of innovation
by SUN Mobility and the footprint and
capacity of IOCL can help scale this solution
to a pan-India network. It is good that
companies like Piaggio and Uber are also in
on this partnership,” Pradhan said.
Sanjiv Singh, Chairman IOCL added
that “SUN Mobility and IndianOil had
entered into a partnership to set up battery

swapping model based energy infrastructure
for electric vehicles at Indian Oil retail
outlets in identified cities. “IndianOil wants
to start a pilot of setting up around 20
battery swapping stations at its fuel outlets
in selected Indian cities,” said Singh.
IOCL’s extensive presence, pan-India, will
ensure that battery swapping infrastructure
is accessible to customers at the same scale
and ease as conventional refuelling. “We
have been working continuously for several
months to make this a reality and this
partnership with IOCL is nothing short of
momentous for us,” said Chetan Maini, CoFounder and VC, SUN Mobility.

Scenes from the Virtual Launch

Shri Dharmendra Pradhan,
Hon. Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas

Shri Sanjiv Singh, Chairman, IOCL

Shri VP Singh Badnore,
Hon. Governor of Punjab

Chetan Maini, Co-Founder and VC, Sun Mobility
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view highlights

Watch the launch here:
https://youtu.be/yXJzbTEqM0Q

At Future Tech Summit with Nadella

Quick Interchange Station at Vijayawada

Scaling up operations

S

UN Mobility demonstrated its battery swapping solution to Satya Nadella at
the Future Decoded Tech Summit, Bengaluru on February 25. The company also
received a special mention for being a tech-forward start-up, leveraging Microsoft’s
cutting-edge Cloud, IoT and AI technology to ensure the creation of a seamless e-mobility
ecosystem.

After successfully deploying in Gurgaon
and Ahmedabad, SUN Mobility is
now accelerating EV adoption across
Chandigarh, Delhi, Panchkula, Mohali,
Amritsar, Calicut and Vijayawada by
setting up a wide network of Quick
Interchange Stations, enabling drivers to
drive more, and earn more!

Hi-tech powder coating plant

A

rmes Maini has installed stateof-the-art equipment, along with
a pre-treatment and automatic
powder coating booth that is
suitable for low and high volume production.
This new powder coating plant complies
with all current safety and environmental
legislation.

Powder coating is an extremely popular
means of painting parts with a variety of
colours and finishes. It provides a number of
benefits over traditional painting methods
which enhances the value and viability of
the finish in a wide range of applications.
From the cost of coating to the durability
and environmental impact, powder is a very
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effective way to provide a high quality on
parts/products.

On the path to digital transformation

T

he flagship of the Group,
Maini Precision Products is
rapidly moving on the path of
absolute digital transformation
as per Industry 4.0, and to that extent
has adopted and implemented several
initiatives/programs to achieve this.
The company has taken up several
initiatives to improve QCD (quality, cost
and delivery) by adopting new technology.
Cross functional teams are working
on projects focussed on productivity
improvement through cycle time reduction,
better utilisation of manpower and on line
monitoring of OEE (Overall Equipment
Efficiency).
For quality improvement, poka yoke
(mistake proofing), inspection automation
and multi-gauging systems using advanced

participate in the Quality Circle Forum of
India (QCFI) conventions and have won
several awards.

DefExpo 2020
QCFI winner team from MPP.

vision systems, and laser technology are
being implemented.
In order to achieve ‘total employee
involvement’ and to keep the workmen
creatively engaged, ‘quality circles’ have
been formed within the company. The
teams work on QCD improvements and are
awarded after successful implementation
of their projects. They also regularly

T

he Ministry of Civil Aviation
organised a panel discussion on
Aviation Growth – Changing
Landscape of Manufacturing and
MRO” on the sidelines of Wings India 2020 at
Hyderabad in March, chaired by Usha Padhee,
Joint Secretary, Civil Aviation. Dr Naresh Palta,
CEO (Aerospace and Aviation, MPP) presented
his views on the limited capabilities developed
by Indian manufacturing companies in the civil
aviation sector through Defence offsets and on
the way forward to ensure a quantum growth. Other panellists included Anand Bhaskar, MD,
Air Works and Andrew Fleming, British High Commissioner, Hyderabad.

T

MPP showcased its contribution in the
Aerospace sector as a part of the Make in
India initiative during DefExpo 2020 as
a member of Karnataka pavilion. Naresh
Palta and Sharan Mehta held pivotal
meetings with Thierry Cloutet of Airbus,
David Russell of Lockheed Martin and
Mayank Vashistha of SAAB.

Naresh Palta and Sharan Mehta explain
to Shri Jagadish Shettar (Minister of Large
& Medium Scale Industries) about the
capabilities of Maini Group of companies.

Auto loading for TMC
Upgrading its systems, MPP has moved
on to auto loading and unloading for Turn
Mill Centre by Gantry mechanism as well
as an online KPI monitoring system on the
shop floor. Multi-gauge for Hex Shaft and
automation of critical specifications ensures
about 11 key parameters are measured and
recorded in less than a minute.

he Aerospace facility at MPP is a one-stop destination for partners and key customers. Abuzz with activity, the Aerospace division has a
stream of high profile visitors connected with the businesses/partnerships in that domain.

Some of the key visitors over the last few months include Franck Saudo of Safran, Amitabh Mukherjee and Safran’s core team comprising Patrick
Prulhiere, Arnaud Labourdet, Yannick Larrode, Sandra Bernard, Franck Balzola, Vijayan Dhasaradhan and Sumeet Jain.
In addition, Parker FSD Amrit Soni’s visit opened up new vistas for MPP and Srinivas Duvvuri’s detailed tour of the facility is set to be translated
to the program management at Airbus.

Parker’s Amrit Soni and Joseph with Gautam Maini, Managing Director.

Srinivas Duvvuri with the MPP team

The core Safran Helicopter Engines team and the CEO visited the MPP aerospace facility
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partners in progress
Vidyadhar
Humnabadkar

Laxmikant Digambar
Dharaskar

Q. Could you tell us the key reason for your
association with Virya?
Curtis has been associated with the
Maini group for over two decades. Their
ethics of solid mutual trust, respecting
supplier-partnerships in true sense, and
commitment to high quality aligns well
with Curtis’ policies. Associating with
Virya Mobility has been an extension of
this enjoyable relationship. The Maini
group has a unique combination of
understanding global leading technologies
and the expertise of adapting those in real
world Indian market EV applications. We
believe Virya offers the right platform for
our latest technology motor controllers
designed for EV applications.

Q. Describe your work experience at Virya
Mobility 5.0?
I joined Virya Mobility in 2018, this is my
first experience with start up company
where I got the opportunity to implement
innovative ideas and build a team in global
way. I have learnt to take right decisions
with regard to the growth of the company.
One of the most unique things I have
experienced is that the affection of the
Chairman towards all employee.

Managing Director
Curtis Instruments India Pvt Ltd.

Anand Bhangaonkar
Executive Vice President,
Piaggio Vehicles Pvt Ltd

Q. What is the significance of your
association with Virya?
Piaggio Vehicles India team have a found
a great partner “Virya”, from the first
step of developing vehicles with electric
powertrain. The exciting journey of
developing the last mile connectivity of
goods and passengers will be concurred
together with our partner.
Q. Any suggestions that you feel will help
them increase their standards higher?
Offering best value proposition to our
customer from the perspective of “Vehicle
Acquisition cost” and “Vehicle operation
cost” should be our goal together. In this
journey offering highly reliable product
with minimal to none service requirements,
will truly fulfil our customers’ expectations.
This will enable us to create early adaptors
in this segment.
Q. Could you tell us if the turnaround
time to resolve issues, if any, has been
satisfactory or not?
Virya, as a team, have accelerated their
journey from Ground Zero to a reliable
partner quite rapidly. They understand
our requirements of reliable and longterm partnership very well and showcase
professional approach in any issue
resolution, reducing turnaround time. The
shared long term vision of Piaggio was
well understood by Virya, and eventually
adapted a transparent way of business
approach while working together.

Q. Has Virya been able to provide you with
solutions to help streamline your business?
It’s still early phase of business as projects
are just beginning to fruition. However
Virya’s team of domain experts and positive
attitude is certainly helping streamlining
transactions as we move forward.

Head Sourcing
Virya Mobility 5.0

Q. Highlight two of the key differences in
the work ethic at Maini Group compared
to previous place of employment?
• Knowledge sharing with other Maini
Group companies which shows oneness
and togetherness .
• Transparency in doing ethical business
from customers to business partners.
Q. Are you able to contribute real time
solutions with regards to your job profile?
I am able to contribute real time solutions
with regard to my work, but there is
much more that I would want to do. With
core experience of 14 years in Global
Sourcing in MNCs, I want to spread ‘best
in class’ sourcing culture, where all group
companies can be on one source platform
to make a strong and profitable financial
skeleton.

Q. What has been the turnaround time to
provide solutions?
As the EV domain is still evolving, project
turnaround times can vary depending on
the final OEM’s project progress. That
said, Virya’s proactive approach is driving
programs towards success in spite of several
hurdles typical in Indian market place.

MPC ramps up e-mobility supply, development

I

n line with the Group’s objective
or focussing on sustainability and
e-mobility, Maini Plastics and
Composites is making rapid strides
in that sector with its development of
e-mobility related interior and exterior
ABS parts for OEM and overseas markets.
It’s a strategic shift from the traditional
automotive sector to the e-mobility domain.

The company has bagged several projects
in the PCV (Passenger Commercial Vehicle)
segment while also making a foray into the
market of windmill parts development.
There is a paradigm shift in the way the
auto components industry is operating
from what it used to be five years ago. From
being supply chains to becoming partners
in innovation, new product development,
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technologies and engineering capabilities,
it’s been a wholesome change in the sector.
MPC is ramping up its R&D capabilities to be
in tune with the changings needs and staying
relevant by bringing in new technological
applications/platforms in its endeavour to
move from a component provider to a single
window supplier for OEMs.

Environment, Health & Safety
My Safety, My Responsibility

S

afety of the employees is paramount
to the Group and as a principle, all
the norms are strictly adhered to
with constant checks and balances.
Members of the Group companies observed
National Safety Week in March 2020.
Besides displaying banners and posters
providing information and guidelines on
safety at the workplace, the employees also
carried out mock fire safety drills, took a safety
pledge and conducted quiz competitions and
speech writing contests on the subject.
Special training courses on industrial safety
were conducted on various shop floors, and
across different departments in the Group
companies.
Each company had its own program for
the Safety week with a common thread of
industrial safety pledge running through all
companies. The members at MPP celebrated
it with the Bosch management team while
SUN Mobility had a group discussion on
health and safety at the workplace. Members
came up with intuitive slogans as part of the
endeavour with My Safety, My Responsibility
and Our Focus: Zero Incident being the
favoured catch phrase.

Employee engagement at Maini

H

uman resource is a great asset and
the Group believes that an enriched
individual naturally translates to
a more active approach in their
activity. By adopting employee engagement as
focused activity, a platform has been created
for every individual to focus on themselves,
and their families, the idea being a healthy
and happy mind, a key factor of the HaHa
initiative, translates to a healthy and productive
atmosphere at the workplace.

Learn initiative
In line with India's vision towards becoming
a global leader in the EV Industry, both
manufacturers and institutes need to
invest more resources in upskilling our
workforce. Looking to bridge the huge gap
in the industry vs academia with regard
to the EV Industry, SUN Mobility’s HR
Team launched a LEARN initiative, where
weekly upskilling programs on topics
like Reliability Engineering, Telematics
Interface Unit (TIU) and Dock Interface
Unit (DIU) was provided to to all its
members, ensuring that they stay abreast
of the latest developments in the industry.

The companies adopted different forms
of employee engagement. The Group also
observed Environmental Day as a practice to
protect our environment.

Reva Maini with MMM team members

Chetan and Kim Maini celebrated International Women’s Day with the SUN Mobility team
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Maini innovations in Covid times

H

aving worked in this
environment, the Group
has ideated and incubated
several new initiatives
with ideas collected from its members.
As a result, it has put into process
the synergies of the various Group
companies to design, develop and
manufacture PPEs to help battle the
crisis.
In an effort to pitch in and contribute
with their expertise, Group companies
moved into the manufacture of hospital
beds, ventilators, sanitizers and face
shields. A part of this endeavour
was funded through their CSR arms
– Maini Samaj Kalyan Kendra and
Gramothan Foundation. It is not only
in sync with its CSR principles but is
also a just cause in this hour of need,
combining technology and innovation
and using CSR as support.

The Maini Group has implemented industry
norms to ensure safety and social distancing
at all their units and factories.Temperature
checks for the members, sanitization at the
shop floor, in the bus that ferries them to
the workplaces are all adhered to strictly.
Seating in the canteen has also been given the
required spacing to ensure distancing norms.

Togetherness initiative.
The Group has always followed SOPs with
regard to safety and sanitization. In lieu of
the current situation, stricter norms have
been put in place to ensure the highest
standards of being safe and secure.
The HR has issued a new set of SOPs and
with health committees already in place,
being a key factor of the HaHa initiative,
the Group has ensured that no stone is left
unturned in this endeavour.

Global standards
for safety

Contributing to
make a difference

The idea to design and manufacture
hospital beds stems from the fact that the
ratio of the country’s hospital beds are very
low at 0.55 per 1000 population. That said,
it also reiterates the Group’s push towards
designing and developing a fully finished
“Made in India” product.

Stepping in to battle the pandemic,
the Maini Group, through its several
Foundations has contributed to various
organisations working towards Covid
relief packages. The Group has contributed
around Rs. 30 lakh to PM Cares, Parikrma
Humanity Foundation and the Akshaya
Patra Foundation, besides distributing
food packets/kits in association with the
State Forest Department to help reach the
villagers in DB Kuppe Panchayat.

At the forefront with regard to launching
and implementing new initiatives, the
Maini Group also launched the Oneness &
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Committed to Social
Responsibility

I

nspired by the Bhagavad Gita, the
Maini Group believes in ‘Karma, Parma,
Dharma’ which translates to ‘Work
is righteous living.’ The Maini Samaj
Kalyan Kendra (MSKK) is a charitable
trust that was established in 1995 with the
objective of providing financial aid and
donations to various medical, educational
and other institutions working towards the
development of society. Over the years Maini
Samaj Kalyan Kendra has spread its wings in
different directions; its effort to work towards
village development resulted in the formation
of Gramothan Foundation.

Health & Wellness
6. Swarna
Bhindhu
Prashayana
(Balopachara) has been introduced to
increase the immunity among children
below five years. This program will be
held once every month for a year.
7. Awareness camps on diabetes and
blood pressure are conducted in the
adopted villages.
Swarna Bhindhu Prashayana for children

Our commitment to people extends to
working towards the betterment of the
larger society that we are part of. Though
Gramothan Foundation we work towards
creating a better world by working for
sustainable change beyond our workplace.

9. Initiated five water projects in 10
tribal villages by linking Hadi with
the panchayat outlet. Two of the five
projects are complete.

The primary objectives of our CSR initiatives
are:
]]
]]
]]
]]
]]

To improve the quality of life for tribal
and rural India
To provide financial aid to educational,
medical and other charitable institutions
Give scholarships and awards to
deserving underprivileged students
Provide relief funds during national
calamities
Support and promote Indian art

8. Eye screening and dental check-up
camps are held every six months. Of the
876 villagers who have been screened,
68 have been provided with spectacles
while 21 others have been supported for
their surgery.

Eye check up for students

T

he Foundation continued its CSR
activities across the villages it
has adopted in Karnataka, also
introducing new programmes
and welfare schemes as listed below:

10. Associated with The People Tree NGO
to facilitate the construction of 25
toilets and a water tank in the Balle
Hadi village.

Eye screening camp, (Right): Spectacles for school students

Education
1. Adopted 6th school in Bhogapura
village.
2. Constructed three classrooms, and
a single room accommodation for
teachers with toilet facility at Hosuru
Hadi village. The total cost of the
school construction was Rs 13 lakhs.

Providing elders with spectacles

New initiatives for unemployed
3. Initiated four-wheeler driving classes
for the first batch of 10 unemployed
school dropout youths. The objective
is to help them earn a livelihood by
helping in procuring a driving license
and funding 75% of the cost of training.

Tailoring classes for women

4. A tailoring training program for
women has been launched. The first
batch of 20 women will be trained for a
period of three months. On completion
of training, Gramothan will provide
them with 50% of the funds required
for the purchase tailoring machines.

Driving classes for youth

5. Supporting The People Tree NGO’s
initiative to help train the tribals in
making cane furniture for commercial
purposes as a means of livelihood.
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Water tank at Balle Hadi village

What the beneficiaries say
Tailoring Classes

Sarojini (Machchur village)
I have had 3 months training in tailoring, provided by
Gramothan. They have also funded 50% towards the cost of
buying the stitching machines. This has helped me a lot. Many
organizations have promised in the past but nothing was done
until Gramothan came through. I can now stitch clothes in my
house and earn money to provide for my children’s education
and other expenses.

Construction of houses

Rural development
11. Taken over construction of six houses
under Govt projects. A single room
house with toilet facility is being
constructed.
12. Provided essential items like clothes,
bedsheets, blankets, sweaters for 150
inmates at the Matru Bhumi Old Age
Home in Shravanabelagola.

Driving Classes

Swami (Bhogapura)
I had discontinued studies after 10th. Luckily, I’ve been able to
learn driving through this opportunity provided by Gramothan.
I plan to buy a vehicle for goods transportation and use it in
my village. I’ve managed to procure a loan through the help
of the Foundation. I intend to work in my village and if not
for Gramothan, my only option would have been to turn
towards earning as a daily wage labourer. I’m very thankful for
Gramothan’s help.

Elder Care

Devesh Gowda, (81, Bhogapura Hadi)
After my son passed away, there was nobody to look after us.
We would have been forced to resort to begging but Gramothan
understood our problem and is taking care of us. They look into
our welfare, our health and provide us with clothes, utensils,
monthly provisions. It’s not just me, they take care of 15 others
like me by providing us with all that we need. We are surviving
today, only because of the Gramothan Foundation.
Providing essentials to elders

Food Distribution

Shankar (Balle Hadi)
People are struggling during the lockdown. A few organizations
distributed daily essentials and food grains in the forest areas.
We work as daily wage workers, and do other part time jobs
since the salary is very low. With not much help forthcoming,
we are grateful to Gramothan in understanding our needs and
helping us during these difficult times.

Training tribals to make cane furniture
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